
Archaeological Theory

Archaeology 471W

Section: D100

Term: 2009 Fall

Instructor: Dr. George Nicholas

Discussion Topics: This course reviews the history of archaeological thought, from its 
earliest manifestations through to whats going on in the current issues of American Antiquity 
or Journal of Social Archaeology. In doing so, we will examine each of the major schools of 
thought, including culture history, processualism, and various flavors of 
post-processualism.  In addition, we will also look not only at the historical context and 
sociopolitics relating to the development of these different approaches, but also at how 
archaeology has influenced contemporary society. The course emphasizes but is not limited to 
North American archaeology. A basic understanding of archaeological theory will provide 
students with a greater understanding of the dynamic nature of archaeological thought, and 
with the means to evaluate different ways of looking at the past. This is a lecture course 
with a tutorial. Students will be evaluated on the basis of two examinations; a term project, 
a series of written exercises, and class participation.

Grading: Mid-term examination 25%; Final take-home examination 25%; Term Project 25%; 
Exercises (4) 20%; Article summary and presentation 5%.

Required Texts: M. Johnson, Archaeological Theory: An Introduction. Blackwell, 0-631-20296-x 
B. Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought (2nd ed.) Cambridge, 
0-521-33818-2

Recommended Texts: C. Renfrew and P. Bahn, Archaeology: The Key Concepts, Routledge, 
0-415-31758-4

Materials/Supplies: None

Prerequisite/Corequisite: Arch 131, 201, 272 and 273

Notes: Students requiring accommodations as a result of a disability must contact the Centre 
for Students with Disabilities 778.782.3112 or csdo@sfu.ca.
All students are expected to read and understand SFUs policies with regard to academic 
honesty and student conduct (S10). These policies are available at the following web address: 
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/Students/index.html
Deferred grades will be given only on the basis of authenticated medical disability.

This outline is derived from a course outline repository database that was maintained by SFU 
Student Services and the University’s IT Services Department. The database was retired in 
2014 and the data migrated to SFU Archives in 2015.


